
SUITABLE FOR: All ages 
 
GREAT FOR: Weddings! 
 
SET UP: Inside or Outside 
 
REQUIRES: Any flat surface free of debris 
 
SIZE: For 9 holes - 10.5m x 12.5m approx. 
 
OPTIONAL EXTRAS: 
 - Referee/Attendant          
 - Additional day hire (dry hire only)     
 - Overnight hire (until 10am, dry hire only)   
 
WHAT’S INCLUDED: 
 - 9 hole golf course with wedding themed obstacles 
 - 18 adult putters, 18 child putters and balls 
 

The big moment has happened and the stress has 
been relieved, so now you can fully wind down with a 
few rounds of golf! But, keep your skills sharp and 
your focus in check as our crazy golf brings about a 
few twists and turns!  

With wedding themed obstacles, ramps and quick 
bends straight after to trip you up and make you start 
over, our wedding crazy golf brings together family, 
friends and even the newlyweds for a few rounds of 
laughter, entertainment and even competition  
between the in-laws!  

Suitable for all ages and coming equipped with both 
adult and child putters, you can be sure to be  
comparing score cards and getting those great candid 
golf face photos on our 9 hole course! Also available 
as ‘traditional crazy golf’. 

CUSTOMER REVIEWS 

"We booked a Crazy Golf course for our daughter’s  
wedding as their proposal was the best in both quality, 
service flexibility and value… The delivery and set up at 
our house was impeccable, the unusual course was a 
great success with the guests and it was collected with 
no fuss that evening.  We couldn’t have asked for  
anything more and would be happy to recommend the 
company to anyone." 
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Relieve the stress of the big day with 9 

holes of wedding crazy golf! Put the in-laws 

and newlyweds to the test with a round or 2! 
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